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HONR 229L: Climate Change: Science, Economics, and Governance
AT 13, Q1
In the United States a major effort had occurred to produce ethanol from corn, to supply a more sustainable source of liquid 
hydrocarbon fuel. This policy has been motivated by the “United States’ overwhelming dependence on foreign oil” being “a 
direct risk to national security”. In Brazil, a similar effort was extended to produce ethanol from sugar.
In terms of sustainability, which effort seems better: ethanol from corn or ethanol from sugar?

In terms of sustainability, ethanol from sugar is a better effort than from corn because of the major drawbacks
of using corn, places food and energy in competition, and is a relatively poor energy producer.

The amount of corn ethanol required to fill up one 25-gallon tank is enough grain to feed a person for an entire
year. So, there creates a competition of whether to use the corn for food or for energy production.

Additionally, the "global warming impact" assigned to corn based ethanol is 76, which compares to sugar
based ethanol's 36, and gasoline's 92. However, the nitrogen fertilizers used in the production of biofuels also
harms the environment by adding more nitrous oxide into the environment.

Ethanol from corn is not only rather inefficient from the energy perspective, it also uses an enormous 
amount of water and can also affect the food supply.

Some recent estimates suggest ethanol from corn consumes more energy than is produced, and that the 
only reason this program continues in the U.S. is political.
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Updates to Reading
Fill in the blanks: Ethanol from corm

Ethanol is one area in which Senator Barack Obama strongly disagrees with his (or her)
Republican opponent, Senator John McCain of Arizona. While both presidential
candidates emphasize the need for the United States to achieve “energy security” while
also slowing down the carbon emissions that are believed to contribute to global
warming, they offer sharply different visions of the role that ethanol, which can be made
from a variety of organic materials, should play in those efforts.

McCain advocates eliminating the multibillion-dollar annual government subsidies that
domestic ethanol has long enjoyed. As a free trade advocate, he (or she) also opposes the
54-cent-a-gallon tariff that the United States slaps on imports of ethanol made from sugar
cane, which packs more of an energy punch than corn-based ethanol and is cheaper to
produce.
…
The candidates’ views were tested recently in the Farm Bill approved by Congress that
extended the subsidies for corn ethanol, though reducing them slightly, and the tariffs on
imported sugar cane ethanol. Because McCain and Obama were campaigning, neither
voted. But McCain said that as president he (or she) would veto the bill, while Obama
praised it.

Person A
Dem or Reb Person B

Persons  A and B
Person B Person A

Person B

State

http://www.nytimes.com/2008/06/23/us/politics/23ethanol.html

http://www.nytimes.com/2008/06/23/us/politics/23ethanol.html
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Updates to Reading

https://thehill.com/policy/energy-environment/464390-trump-sides-with-farmers-in-ethanol-proposal-that-angers-oil

https://thehill.com/policy/energy-environment/464390-trump-sides-with-farmers-in-ethanol-proposal-that-angers-oil
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Updates to Reading

Page 88 mentions the US renewable fuel standard:

https://www.epa.gov/renewable-fuel-standard-program/overview-renewable-fuel-standard

https://www.epa.gov/renewable-fuel-standard-program/overview-renewable-fuel-standard
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HONR 229L: Climate Change: Science, Economics, and Governance
AT 13, Q2a
Investment in biofuels is quite controversial because some scientists argue apparent positive benefits 
might disappear when scrutinized under the entire life cycle of a large-scale effort. Summarize, in your own 
words, the tenant of either the August 2007 Science article or the “unintended consequences of 
biofuels made from a particular oil”, as stated in Chapter 4.

The August 2007 Science article was a study that calculated the total carbon released in the
atmosphere when forest is cleared to plant crops for biofuels and the carbon savings achieved
by using those biofuels instead of alternative fuels. The ultimate conclusion was that even thirty
years from now, the emissions cost of clearing the forest would still outweigh the savings from
switching to alternative fuels. Specifically, it was found that saving the forests would sequester
up to nine times more carbon, preserve habitat for many species, and prevent nutrient runoff
and soil erosion. Thus, the apparent positive benefits of switching to biofuels may actually be
negative if considered over the long run in this scenario.

The term "avoided deforestation", which involves compensation to developing nations for leaving forests 
intact, is now being discussed in policy circles.
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HONR 229L: Climate Change: Science, Economics, and Governance
AT 13, Q2b
Investment in biofuels is quite controversial because some scientists argue apparent positive benefits 
might disappear when scrutinized under the entire life cycle of a large-scale effort. Summarize, in your own 
words, the tenant of either the August 2007 Science article or the “unintended consequences of 
biofuels made from a particular oil”, as stated in Chapter 4.

The positive benefits of biofuels being overshadowed by negative impacts are shown by the
over-extraction of palm oil. Palm oil was being heavily subsidized by European countries in
order to meet their greenhouse gas targets, causing demand for palm oil to increase. This
resulted in rainforests being cut down across southern Asia in order to meet the growing
demand, and consequently, the level of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere increased. Also, in
Indonesia, peatlands (which are carbon sinks) were being drained and burned in order to
expand palm oil plantations. By destroying peatlands, carbon sinks were destroyed and
therefore carbon was released into the atmosphere. The growing and harvesting of palm oil for
biofuel created a paradox where carbon levels increased to produce a product that would
ultimately reduce carbon levels.
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Updates to Reading

https://www.walmartsustainabilityhub.com/walmart-forests-survey

Walmart working with the RSPO, Roundtable for Sustainable Palm Oil
certification process https://rspo.org/about

https://www.walmartsustainabilityhub.com/walmart-forests-survey
https://rspo.org/about
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Updates to Reading

https://www.walmartsustainabilityhub.com/walmart-forests-survey

https://www.walmartsustainabilityhub.com/walmart-forests-survey
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HONR 229L: Climate Change: Science, Economics, and Governance
AT 14, Q3  Why is jet fuel particularly hard to make from biomass?

Biomass would need to have a low freezing point just like jet fuel does. This is a very important
quality since jet fuel has been engineered this way in order to limit the amount of engine
failures. If the temperature gets too low, the fuel can partly freeze and then it gets stuck in the
engine and disrupts the flow of the rest of the fuel, causing engine failure and the airplane to
crash. So, having a low freezing point is critical in order for it to be safe.

---

Jet fuel is particularly hard to make from biomass because it has to have a freezing point that is
low enough to withstand high-altitude temperatures and an energy density great enough so that
planes can fly long distances without added weight.

This is also a breakthrough I would like to see. I love to travel but I feel so guilty when I take a
flight.
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HONR 229L: Climate Change: Science, Economics, and Governance

https://www.openaccessgovernment.org/sustainable-aviation-fuels-the-next-frontier-for-air-transport/44547/

https://www.openaccessgovernment.org/sustainable-aviation-fuels-the-next-frontier-for-air-transport/44547/
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HONR 229L: Climate Change: Science, Economics, and Governance
AT 14, Q4 Chapter 5 describes two approaches to obtained combustible fossil fuels from cellulose: use of enzymes as well 
as the use of thermochemical systems.

a) briefly describe what cellulose is and why so much effort is being extended to extract combustible fuels from 
cellulose
b) what are the potential advantages of the enzyme approach and what hurdles must be overcome to make this 
approach viable?
c) what are the potential advantages of the thermochemical approach and what hurdles must be overcome to make 
this approach viable?

a) Cellulose is the molecule that makes of the cell wall (the structural component) of all plant cells. Due to its
structure, cellulose is not a direct food source as it is difficult to digest has a fantastic energy balance of 36
BTU per BTU input. Thus, cellulose is an ideal source of renewable biofuel.

b) some advantages of the enzyme approach is the bacteria/enzymes can be engineered to work at maximum
capacity in fermenting the cellulose to ethanol. If scientists find a way to produce the necessary bacteria on a
low budget, this method would be a cheap way to produce biofuel. Some hurdles are that scientists need a
large investment to fund the research and build the plants. There is also the difficulty of engineering enzymes
that can function in high heat and pressure in order to effectively ferment the cellulose. Also, enzymes are
specific to each type of plant being fermented so it would require a lot of specialization to develop an efficient
production plant.

c) Some advantages of the thermochemical approach are that they don't require the same specialization that
enzyme production requires for each type of feedstock so a large variety of plant material can be used. Also,
the technology already exists for this method today so plant construction could start immediately. However,
this method depends on extremely high temperatures and pressures to simulate natural biofuel formation,
requiring large amounts of money and energy to achieve. The fact that takes billions of dollar to build a plant
for this method is a massive hurdle in the prospects of the thermochemical approach.
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HONR 229L: Climate Change: Science, Economics, and Governance
AT 14, Q5a  Why are researchers in the United States focusing on restoration of the native perennial grasses that once 
extended across the Great Plains?

Researchers are focusing on the restoration of the native perennial grasses that extended across the Great
Plains because they have the potential to be the most sustainable source for biofuel. The grasses are the ideal
fuel crop as they can be harvested multiple times a year without needing to be reseeded and the harvesting
requires very little. This decreases the amount of energy inputted into production, increases the net energy
outputted, and overall decreases carbon emissions. In fact, perennial grasses could actually be carbon negative
as the grasses intake carbon from the atmosphere and store it in their roots, which overall drastically decreases
the amount of carbon released during biofuel production. The native perennial grasses would not displace food
production and are not fertilizer intensive so the amount of nitrogen runoff in waterways would also decrease.
In addition, the restoration of the Great Plains would lead to the restoration of habitats and increase
biodiversity. In essence, perennial grasses would not only be a good source for biofuel, but they would help the
environment as well.
---
However, converting this biomass into fuel will still be an enormous challenge and the technology to do so
doesn't quite exist yet.

The U.S. has a large amount of abandoned farmland. This study concludes the U.S. could meet between 4 to 30%
of our liquid fuel demand by planting and cultivating switchgrass on these abandoned farms:

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/full/10.1021/es3033132?src=recsys

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/full/10.1021/es3033132?src=recsys
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HONR 229L: Climate Change: Science, Economics, and Governance
AT 14, Q5b  Why are researchers so interested in potential uses of algae, nature’s building block, for various applications in 
the area of biofuels?

Researchers are interested in the potential uses of algae, for various applications in the area of biofuels
because given the right circumstances, these microscopic single-cell organisms can be lucrative for liquid fuel.
First, they are the fastest growing plants on earth. Additionally, they are the most adaptable, meaning that they
can thrive in different environments. Very importantly, they are rich in high energy oils that are ideal for making
biodiesel. For example, they contain carbohydrates which can be turned into ethanol. More importantly, they
are the most efficient in converting carbon dioxide into to oxygen and biomass, since all they do is essentially
consume carbon dioxide and multiply. This is an attraction to researchers who see algae as potentially
applicable in the area of biofuels.

As noted in class on Tuesday, campus is hoping to use algae to capture emissions of CO2 from the 
combined heat and power plant along Route 1:

https://sustainability.umd.edu/progress/climate-action-plan

https://sustainability.umd.edu/progress/climate-action-plan
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HONR 229L: Climate Change: Science, Economics, and Governance
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Hydro, Geo & Wind

Edison Hatter

17 October 2019
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Q1: Hydroelectricity is currently the world’s most used renewable energy source for the production of 
electricity. According to Olah et al.:

A) what was the percentage share of hydroelectricity for world electricity production in 2005?

B) what percentage of the overall potential of world hydroelectricity was being tapped in 2005?

C) based on these numbers, if the world's governments decided to fully exploit the available potential to 
generate electricity via hydroelectric plants, approximately how much of the world electricity demand 
could be met?
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Q1: Hydroelectricity is currently the world’s most used renewable energy source for the production of 
electricity. According to Olah et al.:

A) what was the percentage share of hydroelectricity for world electricity production in 2005?

B) what percentage of the overall potential of world hydroelectricity was being tapped in 2005?

C) based on these numbers, if the world's governments decided to fully exploit the available potential to 
generate electricity via hydroelectric plants, approximately how much of the world electricity demand 
could be met?

Answers: 

A) Approx. 17% (16%)

B) Approx. 18%

C) 94.4% { (1/0.18)*(0.17) }
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World Electricity Supply, 2017
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https://webstore.iea.org/download/direct/2260?fileName=Renewables_Information_2018_Overview.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/global-greenhouse-gas-emissions-data

In 2017, the world obtained
38.5% of its electricity from coal and 24.5% from renewables.

Hydro was by far the largest source of world electricity from renewables.

https://webstore.iea.org/download/direct/2260?fileName=Renewables_Information_2018_Overview.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/global-greenhouse-gas-emissions-data
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U.S. Electricity Supply: 2016
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coal_power_in_the_United_States

United States obtains ~64% of its electricity from fossil fuels,
20% from nuclear & ~16% from hydro, wind, biomass, and solar.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coal_power_in_the_United_States
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U.S. Electricity Supply:
percentage share of energy provided

https://www.c2es.org/content/regulating-power-sector-carbon-emissions/

https://www.c2es.org/content/regulating-power-sector-carbon-emissions/
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U.S. Electricity Supply:
percentage share of energy provided

https://www.c2es.org/content/regulating-power-sector-carbon-emissions/

NOTE: 2016: Natural Gas passed Coal in terms of percentage share of energy provided. 

https://www.c2es.org/content/regulating-power-sector-carbon-emissions/
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U.S. Electricity Supply:
percentage share of energy provided

https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/hydropower

https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/hydropower
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U.S. Electricity Supply:
percentage share of energy provided

https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/hydropower

https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/hydropower
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MD Electricity Supply: 2017
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Maryland_Electricity_Generation_Sources_Pie_Chart.svg

Maryland obtains ~46% of its electricity from fossil fuels,
43 % from nuclear & ~11% from hydro, wind, biomass, and solar

Hydro: 5.6%
Solar: 3.1%

Bio: 1.6%
Wind:0.6%

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Maryland_Electricity_Generation_Sources_Pie_Chart.svg
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5 countries with highest installed 
HPP capacity? 

26
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5 countries with highest installed 
HPP capacity? 
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https://image.slidesharecdn.com/d6ee8584-b668-48e9-903e-
2a561ffb0be1-160405150137/95/hydroelectric-power-plant-and-
pumped-storage-power-plant-6-638.jpg?cb=1461063178
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5 states with highest installed HPP 
capacity? 
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5 states with highest installed HPP 
capacity? 
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https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/images/charts/hydropower-use-map-large.gif

https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/images/charts/hydropower-use-map-large.gif
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Grand Coulee Dam, WA

30
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grand_Coulee_Dam
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Q2: What would be some of the criticisms, both socially and environmentally, to a 
decision by the world’s governments to fully exploit the available potential to 
generate electricity via hydroelectric plants?
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Q2: What would be some of the criticisms, both socially and environmentally, to a 
decision by the world’s governments to fully exploit the available potential to 
generate electricity via hydroelectric plants?

*land damage caused by the inundation of water as a result of the plants
*the disturbance of local ecosystems (which may reduce biodiversity)
*affect on water quality
*displacement of people close to the plant
*risk of dam collapsing
*projects can be very expensive
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Geothermal 

33

What aspect of Earth’s geology is crucial for the 
economic viability of obtaining electricity from Geothermal?
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Geothermal 

34

What aspect of Earth’s geology is crucial for the 
economic viability of obtaining electricity from Geothermal?

*Temperature of accessible water

https://geothermalfornature.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/img015.
jpeg?w=780
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Geothermal

35

Q3: A) What gas constitutes 90% of the effluent of a geothermal plant?

B) What is the ratio of the release of this gas from a geothermal plant compared to the amount generated 
by a typical fossil fuel power station?

C) What can be done about the release of this gas to the atmosphere from geothermal plants?

D) Are you surprised to learn about this nuance of geothermal plants?
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Geothermal

36

Q3: A) What gas constitutes 90% of the effluent of a geothermal plant?

B) What is the ratio of the release of this gas from a geothermal plant compared to the amount generated 
by a typical fossil fuel power station?

C) What can be done about the release of this gas to the atmosphere from geothermal plants?

D) Are you surprised to learn about this nuance of geothermal plants?

A) Carbon Dioxide (CO2).

B) A geothermal plant releases 3-10 times less CO2 than a typical fossil fuel power 
station.

C) Since the CO2 from a geothermal plant is highly concentrated, it is possible to 
capture it and sequester it or recycle it to make methanol or other chemicals.
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5 countries with highest installed  
geothermal energy capacity? 

37
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5 countries with highest installed  
geothermal energy capacity? 
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http://www.thinkgeoenergy.com/wp-
content/uploads/2017/02/GeothermalCountries_PowerGen_Jan2

017_snapshot.png
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https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/a/a0/MA
TSUKAWA_Geothermal_power_station_Iwate%2CJAPAN.jpg/12
00px-
MATSUKAWA_Geothermal_power_station_Iwate%2CJAPAN.jpg
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Wind

40

Q4: According to Olah et al., electricity from wind is the fastest-growing energy source in the world.

A) What is the ratio of installed wind capacity at the end of 2007 compared to 1992, and where has most of 
this growth occurred?

B) According to the reading, what are some of the challenges that must be overcome, if the world is to more 
fully realize the promising future for electricity generation via wind?
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Wind

41

Q4: According to Olah et al., electricity from wind is the fastest-growing energy source in the world.

A) What is the ratio of installed wind capacity at the end of 2007 compared to 1992, and where has most of 
this growth occurred?

B) According to the reading, what are some of the challenges that must be overcome, if the world is to more 
fully realize the promising future for electricity generation via wind?

A) *2,500 MW of wind capacity was installed in 1992, compared to over 90,000 MW of installed wind 
capacity in 2007. 
*Growth in Germany, Denmark, Spain. (Europe)

B) *wind is a highly variable resource (some days its windy, others its not)
*the opposition due to the visual impact and noise of wind turbines (. . .and the possibility that this noise 

could cause cancer according to the POTUS)
*the killing of birds / disruption of ecosystems.
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5 countries with highest wind 
energy production? 
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5 countries with highest wind 
energy production? 
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https://www.georgianjournal.ge/images/GJ/2015/7/top-wind-
energy-producing-countries-editable-powerpoint-slide.png
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44https://kompulsa.com/wp/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/United-
States-Wind-Resource-Map-Obtained-from-NREL.jpg
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Scotland Wind Energy Situation?

45
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Scotland Wind Energy Situation?
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http://www.scottishconstructionnow.com/wp-
content/uploads/sites/11/2016/06/Beatrice-offshore-wind-farm.jpg

https://www.offshorewindindustry.com/sites/default/files/field/ima
ge/offshoreb_beatrice_offshore_wind_farm.jpg
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Maryland Wind Energy Situation?
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Maryland Wind Energy Situation?
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http://www.uswindinc.com/maryland-offshore-wind-project/
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Maryland Offshore Wind Energy 
Act Of 2013

49

“In an effort to encourage offshore wind project development off Maryland’s 
coast, the State passed and signed into law the Maryland Offshore Wind 
Energy Act of 2013. This initiative amended the Renewable Portfolio 
Standard (RPS) to include offshore wind projects located between ten and 
thirty miles off Maryland’s coast and to provide financial support for projects 
in the form of Offshore Wind Renewable Energy Credits (OREC).”
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Rep. Andy Harris (MD-01, R)
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http://www.trbimg.com/img-58769e67/turbine/bal-rep-andy-
harris-to-meet-with-donald-trump-20170111

“When granting initial approval of offshore 
wind turbines along Maryland’s coast, the 
U.S. Bureau of Ocean Energy 
Management (BOEM) irresponsibly and 
consistently ignored the concerns of the 
National Park Service, the U.S. Coast 
Guard, and most importantly, the people of 
Ocean City. The language I authored in the 
Interior Appropriations bill urges BOEM to 
work with other federal agencies, the State 
of Maryland, and the people of Ocean City 
to come to a consensus on the wind 
turbines’ height and distance from the 
shore prior to their approval of any 
construction and operations plan (COP)…”
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Rep. Andy Harris (MD-01, R)
“Congressman Andy Harris authored, and the committee 
passed, an amendment ordering the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) “to study the effects 
of offshore wind projects on marine mammals and fish, as 
well as the need for any mitigation measures.”
Congressman Harris released the following statement 
after the mark-up. “Commercial fishing and seafood 
processing are prominent industries in Maryland’s First 
District. The fishing community has expressed concern 
that US Wind’s proposed offshore windfarm project will 
harm their fishing operations off the coast of Ocean City.
“My amendment orders NOAA to study the effects of 
offshore windfarm construction and operation on marine 
wildlife as well as the need for any mitigation measures.
“In addition to the several concerns already voiced by the 
local communities, the US Coast Guard and the National 
Park Service, it is imperative that we fully understand the 
negative effects on our fisheries that will be caused by this 
windfarm project.””

http://www.owjonline.com/news/view,maryland-psc-awards-renewable-energy-credits-to-offshore-wind-developers_47669.htm
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https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e2/Maryland_
wind_resource_map_50m_800.jpg
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Final Quote

53

https://i.pinimg.com/736x/12/d6/2f/12d62fec38be58c005c7c3362
92aff62--thomas-edison-quotes-energy-quotes.jpg
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HONR 229L: Climate Change: Science, Economics, and Governance
Renewable Energy in Maryland

https://www.eia.gov/state/?sid=MD

https://www.eia.gov/state/?sid=MD
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MD Electricity Supply: 2017

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Maryland_Electricity_Generation_Sources_Pie_Chart.svg

According to this graphic, Maryland obtained  ~11% from hydro, wind, biomass, and solar in 2017

Hydro: 5.6%
Solar: 3.1%

Bio: 1.6%
Wind:0.6%

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Maryland_Electricity_Generation_Sources_Pie_Chart.svg
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HONR 229L: Climate Change: Science, Economics, and Governance
Renewable Energy in Maryland

Feb 2017:
• Maryland Senate voted 32-13 to expand the state's renewable energy target, 

overriding Gov. Larry Hogan's veto of the measure in May of last year.

• The Senate's vote followed a similar move in the House of Delegates earlier this 
week.

• The law will raise Maryland's renewable portfolio standard from 20% to 25% by 2020, 
a decision environmentalists immediately cheered
Text from https://www.utilitydive.com/news/maryland-senate-overrides-gov-hogans-veto-of-energy-bill-raising renewab/435424

https://www.utilitydive.com/news/maryland-senate-overrides-gov-hogans-veto-of-energy-bill-raising%20renewab/435424
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HONR 229L: Climate Change: Science, Economics, and Governance
Renewable Energy in Maryland

Mar 2018:

https://pv-magazine-usa.com/2018/03/20/renewable-energy-bills-fail-in-maryland-house/

https://pv-magazine-usa.com/2018/03/20/renewable-energy-bills-fail-in-maryland-house/
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HONR 229L: Climate Change: Science, Economics, and Governance
Renewable Energy in Maryland

May 2019:

https://www.baltimoresun.com/news/environment/bs-md-renewable-energy-law-20190522-story.html

https://www.baltimoresun.com/news/environment/bs-md-renewable-energy-law-20190522-story.html
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Renewable Energy in Maryland

Oct 2019:

https://www.delmarvanow.com/story/news/2019/10/16/maryland-releases-greenhouse-gas-reduction-plan-panned-activists/3999009002/

https://www.delmarvanow.com/story/news/2019/10/16/maryland-releases-greenhouse-gas-reduction-plan-panned-activists/3999009002/
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Hydro in Maryland
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Hydro in Maryland

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conowingo_Dam

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conowingo_Dam
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Geothermal Heating/Cooling

Geo-thermal heating/cooling at local church:

Paint Branch Unitarian / Universalist, Adelphi, Md
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Geothermal Heating/Cooling

Geo-thermal heating/cooling at local church:
Structure heated and cooled by geothermal
6 units, installed 2005 at cost of ________ ?
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Geothermal Heating/Cooling

Geo-thermal heating/cooling at local church:
Structure heated and cooled by geothermal
6 units, installed 2005 at cost of  $200,000 !
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Readings for Tuesday
Assignment is to read through section 

8.8.8 (Emissions)

Have placed part of Chapter 17
(Yucca Mountain) before all of
Chapter 16 (deep sea burial)

Can browse all of these websites:
first two are connected to the 

Admission Ticket
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